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WHAT IS LAUNCH DAL?
The Norman Newman Centre for Entrepreneurship (NNCE) was
established in 2004 to be a platform that supports entrepreneurial
activity and initiatives across all faculties within Dalhousie
University and with external stakeholders in the community
through its three primary objectives: research, curriculum
development and extracurricular programming.
The Centre carries out this mandate under its branded banner of
LAUNCH DAL — the lagship innovation-driven entrepreneurship
program at Dalhousie University that supports the university’s
strategic direction. The work of the Centre contributes to cultural
and economic vitality locally and globally and has fostered
creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. This is exempliied
through research, the development of award-winning curriculum
based on this research, the delivery of high-impact extracurricular
entrepreneurship programming, and the emergence of successful
startup ventures generating economic impacts in the local
ecosystem,

Establish a Platform to Promote Entrepreneurship Activity and
Commercialization of Applied Research Across the University
designed to:
•

assist individuals in developing entrepreneurship skills through
extra-curricular programming and outreach activities based on
knowledge gained from research;

•

establish an organizational base in the University to support
entrepreneurial activities and initiatives within the Dalhousie
community;

•

increase the entrepreneurial activity and commercialization
outcomes of applied research and provide a vehicle for the
interaction of entrepreneurs and investors with applied
researchers;

•

provide the University with a vehicle to reach out to external
stakeholders in the local community who share the intellectual
and practical concerns of the Centre; and

•

provide a platform for national and international linkages
with other academic institutions involved in the ield of
entrepreneurship.

OUR OBJECTIVES
The NNCE has three important objectives outlined in its original
2004 charter:
Research: a focus on research related to entrepreneurial
activity in all of its many forms concentrating on understanding
the successful identiication, evaluation, and exploitation of
entrepreneurial opportunities by both new and established
companies.
Curriculum Development: developing leading edge and awardwinning entrepreneurship curriculum and course material based
on this research, including the Starting Lean™ and the Innovation
in Practice courses open to students in any faculty across the
university.

OUR MISSION
NNCE’s LAUNCH DAL PROGRAM achieves these objectives through
research, the development of award-winning courses, extracurricular programming and outreach activities to build a vibrant
entrepreneurial culture among students, researchers, faculty and
the community at large embracing innovation in creating value
for society.

OUR RESEARCH
NNCE’s LAUNCH DAL program emerged as a result of a SSHRC
research study completed by the Centre entitled, “Embracing a
Culture of Usefulness: Understanding The Role of Entrepreneurship in
Building Efective Networks to Advance Innovation”. The knowledge
gained from this research was used to develop new and innovative
courses and extra-curricular programming were developed and
supported by the NNCE as part of the knowledge mobilization
plan to assist individuals in achieving greater entrepreneurial
success.
Norman Newman Centre for Entrepreneurship’s (NNCE’s)
research activities include:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

collaborative research projects with world-renown
entrepreneurship researchers;
connection to a global network of researchers in
entrepreneurship through the Canadian Council for Small
Business and Entrepreneurship (CCSBE) network housed at
the NNCE;
hosting visiting scholars in the ield of entrepreneurship;
hosting entrepreneurship research publication symposiums
in collaboration with the Journal for Small Business and
Entrepreneurship (JSBE) – Canada’s leading journal in
entrepreneurship research;
applied research measuring the impact of experiential
entrepreneurship training;
hosting the Canadian Council for Small Business and
Entrepreneurship conference with over 90 paper and workshop
submissions in both oicial languages
research grant awards
conference presentations

NNCE staf and faculty from across the campus have
conducted Training for researchers and early stage academics
in commercialization tools and techniques.

“FRANKLY, A LOT OF PEOPLE WITH TRADITIONAL
STEM BACKGROUNDS HAVE NO IDEA HOW TO
BRING A PRODUCT TO MARKET. THE EXPERIMENTAL
PROCESS OF THE LAUNCH DAL PROGRAM - RUNNING
RAPID PILOT STUDIES THAT MOVE TOWARD REALLY
BIG EFFECTS OR OPPORTUNITIES MUCH MORE
QUICKLY TO FIND A VIABLE BUSINESS MODEL — IS
IRREPLACEABLE. AND THAT’S SOMETHING THAT I
WOULD HAVE NEVER REALLY APPRECIATED WITH
MY PRIOR BACKGROUND.”
— CHRIS COWPER-SMITH, Spring Loaded Technology

OUR AWARD-WINNING CURRICULUM
The Norman Newman Centre for Entrepreneurship has developed
award-winning entrepreneurship curriculum – recognized by
Academia’s Top Ten, Progress Magazine, Start-up Canada, and
MacLean’s Magazine as being among the most innovative course
oferings in entrepreneurship in Canada. The NNCE also mobilizes
the knowledge gained from its entrepreneurship research through
the development of extra-curricular programming and outreach
activities – includes the on-campus LAUNCHPAD accelerator, the
COLLIDE PROGRAM, a national competition entitled CANADA’S
BUSINESS MODEL COMPETITION™ and a series of innovation
and entrepreneurship extra-curricular programs to support
entrepreneurial activities consistent with the original objectives
of the Centre. The NNCE works with research colleagues
from across the University to promote entrepreneurship
and the commercialization of applied research through its
ENTREPRENEURSHIP FACULTY FELLOWS program.

LAUNCH DAL’S COLLIDE PROGRAM
Collide is a program for early stage ventures and budding
entrepreneurs that ofers a series of developmental workshops,
ireside chats and pitching sessions to help teams validate their
business model and advance the venture ideas. Participating
teams have the chance to win prize money to support their
ventures in the inal Collide Pitch Competition.

$100K COMPETITION
NNCE’s $100K Competition brings together student and
researcher-lead ventures together to compete for a share of the
$100K in funding and an opportunity to enter the LAUNCHPAD
ACCELERATOR to help them launch high potential companies.
Ten high potential early stage venture teams receive a $10K prize
and entry into the on-campus Launchpad Accelerator – as part
of the Norman Newman Centre for Entrepreneurship’s (NNCE’s)
LAUNCH DAL programming.
The $100k competition inalists are awarded $10,000 in nondilutive funding per team to be spent advancing their venture over
a 10-week period where they participate in workshops, pitching,
ireside chats and work with experienced mentors from the
entrepreneurship community.

“EVEN IF YOU GO TO BUSINESS SCHOOL,
THEY DON’T REALLY TEACH YOU HOW TO
START A NEW COMPANY, THEY TEACH YOU
HOW TO MANAGE EXISTING BUSINESSES.
LAUNCH DAL IS SO IMPORTANT FOR
EXACTLY THIS REASON. IT TEACHES YOU
HOW TO THINK ABOUT BUILDING A NEW
COMPANY, IT PUTS PRESSURE ON YOU TO
GET OUT THE DOOR TO TALK TO PEOPLE,
TALK TO CUSTOMERS, FIND MENTORS.
IT FILLS A MISSING GAP THAT NEVER
EXISTED BEFORE.”
— TONY INGRAM, AXEM

LAUNCHPAD ACCELERATOR
The LaunchPad Accelerator focuses on developing founding skills,
bringing together a network of mentors, venture capitalists, serial
entrepreneurs, prototyping capacity, and other discounted services.
During the 10 weeks in the accelerator, teams focused on customer
discovery, validating their business model, gaining market traction,
and perfecting their pitch in preparation for Demo Day. Community
and student collaboration are key parts of the accelerator
experience. Entrepreneurs and investors throughout the community
provide workshops and training for these startups in their areas of
expertise.
The LaunchPad Dal Accelerator is closed of with both a Demo Day
– a pitching event for investors and members of the community
and an Investor Showcase where student teams present their
businesses.

THE NORMAN NEWMAN CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP’S
(NNCE’S) LAUNCH DAL programming ofers an extensive range

of support to promote innovation and entrepreneurship open
not only to students and researchers across all faculties within
Dalhousie University, but to members of the community in the
local ecosystem and nationally.

CANADA’S BUSINESS MODEL COMPETITION
Canada’s Business Model CompetitionTM is a national
competition developed by the NNCE for early stage student
companies that has gained reputation among post secondary
institutions across Canada and is the national qualiier
competition for the annual International Business Model
Competition (IBMC).
Over 80 student venture teams from post-secondary institutions
coast-to-coast across Canada apply annually for entrance into
competition and 35 teams are accepted into the semi-inal
round of the competition held each year at Dalhousie. Winners
of Canada’s Business Model Competition™ share in a $50,000
in cash and in-kind prizes generously provided by our funding
partners. Canada’s Business Model Competition™ support a
pipeline of student ventures from across Canada who later
apply to programs such as the Creative Destruction Lab
(CDL) program.

STARTUP WEEKEND
The NNCE partners with Tech Stars to host Startup Weekend
Halifax and has held thirteen successful Start-up weekends
since 2011. Launch Dal hosts Startup Weekend Halifax
weekends during Global Entrepreneurship Week (GEW) in early
November and a follow-up weekend in the spring. Startup
weekend is a global movement that brings entrepreneurially
minded people together for an energized 54-hour weekend.

PRINCE’S OPERATION “ENTREPRENEUR” (POE)
NNCE’s Launch Dal program ofers a week-long entrepreneurship
boot camp (POE) for retiring military personnel from across
Canada. Entrepreneurship provides an attractive option for many
leaving the military to build on the skills they developed in service
and focus on a new mission: their own business success. While
other employment programs exist, POE is the only program in
Canada that addresses the needs of military members who want
to become business owners. Currently, POE boot camps are held
in 4 universities across Canada, including the University of Regina,
Université Laval, Dalhousie and Memorial University.

LAUNCH OCEANS
NNCE’s LAUNCH DAL established the Launch Oceans program in
2017, where oceans-related ventures are accelerated over an 8-week
program. Launch Oceans teams pitch their ventures at Oceans
Week in June and many are now resident companies at the Centre
for Ocean Ventures and Entrepreneurship (COVE).

“NNCE’S LAUNCH DAL PROGRAM REPRESENTS
A POWERFUL JUMPSTART TO THE STARTUP
ECOSYSTEM IN HALIFAX. LAUNCH DAL’S
SUPPORT SYSTEM IS UNPARALLELED. IT’S
VERY EXCITING TO SEE THIS ECOSYSTEM
EVOLVE AND TO BE ON THE LEADING EDGE,
WHERE OTHER CITIES MAY NOT BE.”
— MEGAN MCCARTHY, POWERWHYS

LAUNCH DAL
PROVIDES AN
IMPORTANT
PIPELINE
NNCE’s LAUNCH DAL program provides an important pipeline of not only
early stage ventures, but also entrepreneurial talent. Since its inception, the
NNCE’s Launch Dal program has helped launch over 100 ventures, which have
produced nearly 800 jobs and raised $20 million. A sample of companies that
got their start through NNCE’s Launch Dal Programming include the following.

SOME OF LAUNCH DAL’S ALUMNI COMPANIES

CREATIVE
DESTRUCTION

LAB

LAUNCH DAL PARTNERS

“IT IS OUR HOPE THAT MANY
MORE VENTURES HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO BE CULTIVATED
THROUGH STARTING LEAN, COLLIDE,
LAUNCHPAD AND OTHER LAUNCH
DAL PROGRAMING TO GROW
SUCCESSFUL NEW BUSINESSES
HERE IN OUR REGION.”
— ADRIAN BENTLY, CO-FOUNDER
(ANALYZE RE)

“I’VE BEEN BLOWN AWAY BY HOW MANY INTERESTING SCIENCE-BASED
VENTURES THAT HAVE COME OUT NNCE’S LAUNCHPAD ACCELERATOR. IT’S
ON PAR WITH WHAT I’VE SEEN AT BIG RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES IN THE U.S.”
— STEVE BLANK, ENTREPRENEUR AND FOUNDER, LEAN STARTUP MOVEMENT

“THE NORMAN NEWMAN CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP’S LAUNCH
DAL PROGRAM OPENED ITS NEW SPACE IN THE KILLAM LIBRARY AND IS
DALHOUSIE’S FLAGSHIP ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM - WITH OVER 50
EVENTS AND 7,500 INTERACTIONS WITH STUDENTS, RESEARCHERS AND
MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY.”
— DR. RICHARD FLORIZONE, PRESIDENT, DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

“THE WORK BEING DONE IN THE STARTING LEAN COURSE USING LEAN
APPROACHES TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE SUBSEQUENT SUITE
OF PROGRAMS DELIVERED UNDER THE NORMAN NEWMAN CENTRE’S
LAUNCH DAL BANNER HAVE BECOME A HALLMARK FOR HARNESSING THE
POTENTIAL OF STUDENTS AND RESOURCES AT DALHOUSIE AND IN THE
REGION.”
— GERRY POND, MARINER PARTNERS

“I HAVE BEEN IMPRESSED WITH THE LEADERSHIP, DRIVE, AND
DETERMINATION OF THE NNCE IN BRINGING ACTIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL
FOCUS ON THE DALHOUSIE CAMPUS WITH THE STARTING LEAN COURSES
AND THE LAUNCH DAL PROGRAM NEEDED TO ACCELERATE IDEAS FROM
THE LEADING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY INTO COMMERCIAL AND
ENTREPRENEURIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS.”
— DR. DESH DESHPANDE, DESHPANDE FOUNDATION, MIT
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